
ESSAYS ON CAFFEINE CONSUMPTION

Caffeine has become more and more common, and most people don't think too much about it. Even if you only rarely
consume caffeinated drinks, it's still.

Coffee and tea are leading sources of caffeine in the adult diet whereas caffeinated soft drinks are leading
sources of caffeine in the diet of children in North America [7]. Thesis: Caffeine can have many different
effects on the body depending on the amount of consumption. Research in caffeine Caffeine is a naturally
arising alkaloid which is found in the leaves, seeds, and fruits of over 63 plants species worldwide. Your alarm
is going off, so you roll over and hit snooze. But do caffeine buyers really stop to evaluate the possinle
harmful effects on their body. Caffeine offers numerous boosts to cognitive function and bodily energy,
Extensive research has been taken on this subject with a wide spectrum of information gathered Transition: So
what is caffeine you generally think of it in, Coffee, tea, soda, and chocolate, and its part of almost all college
students daily diet. It can also be manmade and added to foods. Many people across the World may be using
drugs far more often than they even realize. The earliest credible evidence of a coffee tree appears in the
fifteenth century in Arabia and rapidly spread to Africa and later to Europe. In other words, it is a stable body
state. It has always been this way. Caffeine has been demonstrated to improve reaction time, cognitive
performances, and physical activities. When I wrote down the drugs that I had taken over the last 30 days I
never once considered caffeine a drug. Most people whose life is always on an ever moving work pace feel it
is a needed necessity to keep them going, People ranging from bcig business people to mare student. If
nothing has happened so far, people have not stopped consuming it, only more is made, then something has to
be done. Caffeine is dangerous during pregnancy, because it can cause miscarriages; it stresses the immature
metabolism of the fetus, and increases the blood flow in the placenta There are various differences in the
nutritional facts, caffeine absorption, and health benefits between coffee and energy drinks and how they each
affect brain function. The molecular formula for caffeine is C8H10N4O2 and it is chemically classified in the
xanthine group. These traits will help different brands of soda rise above the competition and stand out as a
good soft drink Introduction A. Caffeine goes about as a stimulant by enacting the Others it is for the addictive
crave. About ninety percent of Americans consume caffeine every day. Caffeinated drinks especially are a
danger when it comes to how much people consume and the health risk of it. Placebo Experiment - Design
challenge: caffeine vs. Caffeine addiction can lead to serious health detriments and physiological detriments.
The first reason is how kids are starting to drink these beverages at an early age, and sometimes the addiction
is causing health issues. Health scares similar to this are not recent.


